Grounds Board Report for June 2018
June 2018 ground report/ Mark and Lee put in around 50 hours
Friday 6/1/18 4 hours
Mark and Lee did some weeds and ants. Continue to water the new plants. Will check out a tree
on Rambles. Backfill valves were checked yesterday and they found one minor problem.
Tuesday 6/5/18 6 hours
Lee and I painted the railings to the park, looks good! And watered the plants. Getting warm
quick in the morning now so 6 am next Tuesday.
Friday 6/8/18 7 hours
Lee and I trimmed a bunch of trees around the park. Ron Sills weed trimmed the walking path.
We are all set for the weeds! Just need some rain. Finished off filling the dumpster and I am going
to call it in. Also sprayed for some weeds around the dumpster area.
Tuesday 6/12/18 6 hours
Lee and I cut some bird of paradise down from behind Loretta' s house and treated them with
Tordon. It seems to be controlling them somewhat. They are quite prolific in that area. Lee
removed a couple more message boards and we painted the posts that hold them so after Lee gets
done retrofitting the boards with new latches we will install them.
Friday 6/15/18 5 hours
Mark and Lee finished another bulletin board waiting for the rain.
Tuesday 6/19/18 6 hours
Started painting the shed on Monday. Tomorrow we will hang one more message board. Lee
needs to purchase 2 more message boards to finish. Lee and I had another 6 man hours today. I
cleaned the fountain yesterday for Sharon. Lee and I cleaned up the nature trail today from the
rains. We also hung the message board on Floridia. I bought a new LED light for the office the old
fluorescent one burned out.
Friday 6/22/18 6 hours
Mark and Lee hung another message board, sprayed some weeds and hung the new led light in
the office.
Tuesday 6/26/18 5 hours
Lee and Mark cleaned the fountain, watered the new plants and cleaned the Walking Trail. Mark
also took the wheels off the quad to replace the old tires.
Friday 6/29/18 4 hours
Mark and Lee worked on the fountain, painted the wall and cleaned up some rock around the
mail box on Fuerte. Getting new tires for the quad on Saturday.

